
Don’t forget! Don’t forget!
NPIs! NPIs! NPIs! NPIs!
Yet another reminder: Any office that doesn’t

already have its NPIs should get them immediately!
The government estimates that once an office gets its
NPIs, it will take up to 120 days to get them working.
And the deadline is May 23 – less than 120 days away.
The National Provider Identifiers are replacing all

other physician identifiers – both commerical and
Medicare – and they have to be on all claims by May
23 or the office won’t get paid.
Until May 23, use both the NPI and the old payer

ID numbers so payers can see if their old numbers
match the new NPIs the office sends in. After that
time, payers won’t accept the old numbers.
To get an NPI, go to https://nppes.cms.hhs.gov.
Or request a paper application from this address:

NPI Enumerator, P.O. Box 6059, Fargo, ND 58108.
Or call 800/465-3203.
Or e-mail customerservice@npienumerator.com.
But get those NPIs and use them now! �

A decade ago, employers didn’t worry much about
identity theft. Neither did they worry much about
being held liable for it.
“Things are changing.” Employers now face

increasing liability risk. And for medical offices the
risk is substantial, because doctors maintain ID infor-
mation not just on employees but on thousands of
patients as well.
Despite the increasing risk, however, there is no

clear outline of how offices are expected to safeguard
information, says privacy and HIPAA law attorney
NORBERT F. KUGELE of Warner, Norcross & Judd
in Grand Rapids, MI.
All managers can do is be aware of the ifs of the

situation and set up “reasonable” protections on their
ID data.
What’s reasonable? For the most part, he says, what

the office does for HIPAA protection is sufficient for
ID protection as well.
But there’s more to the picture.

is the office liable for damages?

Can the office be held liable for damages for ID
theft that harms employees or patients?
The answer is yes, Kugele says.
Many states have statutes requiring businesses to

set up internal procedures to protect Social Security
numbers.
There’s also legal precedent supporting liability. He

cites one Michigan case where a union employee
worked from home on membership records “and unbe-
knownst to her, her teenage daughter went through

(please turn to page 3)
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this month’s
idea

Ohio staff spend one day a month
in each of the other positions
“Reimbursement is so low that no office can afford to have people

doing bits of work,” says DENA L. HENNEY, practice manager for
Bay Area Digestive Care in Norwalk, OH. For efficiency, “everybody
has to have a concept of what everybody else is doing.”
To achieve just that, Henney requires her staff to spend one day a

month in each of the other jobs. Sometimes one person sits with
another; other times two people switch jobs entirely.
Even Henney participates “to keep current on how things are

being done” and to get ideas for improving operations. With the
hands-on work, she says, “you see the time flow and hear what
patients are saying, and the patients see you.”
The total swaps are possible because the practice is small with

only one physician and six staff. She notes, however, that a larger
practice can rotate jobs within departments or even rotate key people
to other departments.
There is no set schedule and many times no more notice than a tap

on the shoulder and “today you’re going to do someone else’s job.”
And staff are still responsible for doing their own work, so if a situa-
tion arises where the visiting staffer is needed at the regular job, that
person takes care of it.
The continued exposure to the other jobs is essential, Henney

says. “Otherwise, people don’t remember how to do them.” And
being able to fill in at any position at any time has its benefits.
One is that no matter who’s out, “everything still runs smoothly.”
Another is that everybody understands – and appreciates – what

everybody else is doing, which ends “the not-my-job stuff.”
Still more, the office “gets the most” from every staffer. If the

nurse understands the check-in process, for example, she can ask the
front desk staff to gather additional information or to get information
in a different format. And if the front desk staffer understands the
nurse’s job, she sees why that information is necessary.
Knowing every position is a job requirement. To new hires,

Henney explains that the job “is not for a specific position but for the
practice.” A staffer “takes ownership” in one position but has to learn
all the other positions as well.
She also points out that the full office training is an employee ben-

efit, because it makes staff more marketable. Somebody who moves
to another office “has more to offer than the next person” who has
experience in only one aspect of medical office work.

If your office has set up a system that makes managing easier,
MOM would like to write about it. Contact the Editor, Medical
Office Manager, P.O. Box 52843, Atlanta, GA 30355. Telephone
404/367-1991 and fax 404/367-1995. We pay $100 for every idea we
write about in this column. �
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(continued from page 1)
them and gave the ID information to her friends.”
The union claimed it had no duty to protect the

information. But the court said hold on! that might
have been the situation in the past, but with the danger
of ID theft so obvious today, any employer has a
responsibility to protect identity information. The
court also said the union could be held liable for the
harm its members suffered as a result of its careless-
ness.
For a medical office, there are additional factors

that could possibly add to the liability, Kugele says.
For example, suppose someone steals a patient’s or

employee’s identity and opens a fraudulent credit
account. Besides suing the office for negligence, the
victim may point to the office’s HIPAA privacy notice
and claim it was a contract that the office violated.
It’s an area that has not been tested, he says. But

managers need to be aware of the potential for that
type of risk.

watch out for inside jobs

What ID safety precautions are necessary?
The obvious ones. “Look at the paper records and at

the computer system and ask who has access to them
and how the office can contain that access.”
With paper records, reasonable protection can be as

simple as locking up the file cabinets at night so the
cleaning service can’t access the information.
With computers, it’s not so easy, because the office

has to protect against unlawful access from employees
as well as from outside hackers. More still, it has to
protect against viruses and malware. However, Kugele
says, put the greatest emphasis on controlling employ-
ee access. “More than half of all security breaches
occur from within,” which means any computer ID
theft “is likely to be an inside job.”
For that reason, he recommends adding hiring safe-

guards to the picture. Run police reference checks on
job candidates to see if there have been convictions
for fraud. Run credit checks too. Severe financial dif-
ficulties “could make someone consider selling
records for money.”

and watch the insurance IDs too

For medical offices, there’s the added concern of
false insurance IDs.
Getting medical services with someone else’s ID is

a growing problem, Kugele says. About 250,000 cases
were reported in 2005, and with the increasing number
of people who don’t have health insurance, the num-
ber is expected to expand.
The danger there is twofold.
On the financial side, “the office gets stiffed on the

payment.” The payer can deny the claim because the

patient isn’t insured. The payer can even make the
denial retroactive and deduct the amount from the
next reimbursement check.
On the clinical side, “the office now has a medical

record for Jane Smith that has somebody else’s health
information in it,” and that information could adverse-
ly affect her treatment.
The issue is especially dangerous for hospitals, he

notes, because the real patient could come into an
emergency room unconscious and the record could
show a wrong blood type or incorrect drug allergies.
And with centralized electronic health records, the
problem will worsen for both offices and hospitals,
because information from all physicians, “even those
who do not normally treat Jane Smith,” will get
included in the record.
The best protection against insurance ID fraud, he

says, is simply to keep a copy of the patient’s picture
ID in the record.
What should the office do if it encounters fraudu-

lent record information?
Unfortunately, “there’s no good set of laws” on how

to deal with insurance ID fraud. In fact, most states
say that once something is entered into a health record
it can’t be taken out. The best option is to flag the
information and add a note that it is false and should
not be relied on for medical care.

a little HIPAA goes a long way

Does HIPAA affect ID protection?
Yes and no, Kugele says. HIPAA does not give

patients a right of action against privacy violations.
However, “a patient could bring a claim of negligence
or invasion of privacy for ID theft” and support it by
saying the office had a duty under HIPAA to protect
the information.
Will HIPAA compliance protect against ID theft lia-

bility?
Maybe. Kugele’s opinion is that if the office can

show it has privacy policies and procedures and that it
enforces them, it can show that it was not negligent

by john chase
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and therefore not liable for the damages a patient – or
an employee – suffers as a result of ID theft.
He adds that there have been criminal convictions

for employees’ selling medical records or using
patient information for ID fraud. While those have
applied only to the employees personally and not to
their employers, if an office is negligent in protecting
the records, it could well be named in a criminal
action.

but not much HIPAA vengeance

While HIPAA compliance does offer good protec-
tion for offices, it’s worth noting that HIPAA viola-
tions are not causing much of a stir, mainly because
they aren’t being attacked with either great strength or
great fanfare.
The Office of Civil Rights, which governs HIPAA,

does not actively search out violations but only
responds to complaints. And its enforcement is usually
mild. In most situations, it contacts the entity, finds
out what happened, explains what should have hap-
pened, and gets a commitment “to get it right next
time.” The government reports that nearly 75% of
claims are being resolved in that manner.
Consequently, people assume “they get at least one

free bite” with HIPAA, Kugele says. There’s no per-
ception of it as a serious threat “because nobody is
going to jail and nobody is paying any money.”
Even so, there is good reason to be HIPAA-wary.

Along with claiming the office is liable for ID theft, a
patient could file a HIPAA complaint and then go to
the news media with assertions that the office is care-
less with its information. “And that’s a legitimate con-
cern.” He points to one local TV news station “that
went dumpster diving around medical offices” and
identified offices that had records in the trash. �

Medicare ups the numbers
for 2007, but payments
still go down overall
The Medicare payment news for 2007: changed for

the better for the E/M services; changed for the worse
almost everywhere else.
The final word came from the Tax Relief and

Health Care Act, which was signed into law December
20. In numbers language, it set the 2007 conversion
factor, which is the one single element that essentially
determines payments, at last year’s level. That’s good.
Originally, it was projected to go down by 5%.
However, that doesn’t mean payments will be the

same as they were in 2006. That’s because the relative
value units, or RVUs, have changed.
It works like this:
Each CPT code has three RVUs – one for the work

the service requires, one for the practice expense or
office overhead, and one for the cost of malpractice
coverage.
Each CPT code also has three geographic practice

cost indices, or GPCIs – again, one for work, one for
office overhead, and one for malpractice. Those differ
according to the office’s geographic location.
And then there is the conversion factor. That’s the

most important part of the formula, because it gets
multiplied at the end and thus takes all the payments
up or down.
The formula is

work RVU x work GPCI
– plus –

practice expense RVU x practice expense GPCI
– plus –

malpractice RVU x malpractice GPCI
– all multiplied by –
the conversion factor

What has happened for this year is that the work
RVUs for many of the E/M services have been
increased, which means offices will see more money
for services.
However, because Medicare has only so much

money to go around, when one service gets more
money, another has to get less, and such is the case
now. With many of the E/Ms seeing higher work
RVUs, most of the other services are seeing their work
RVUs go down, which means less money for them.
Overall, the nonE/M services we will see a decrease
of about 6%.

(Payment changes by specialty appear at right.)

no delays; more sign-up time

No payment delays. Medicare points out that all
the carriers have been notified of the last-minute pay-
ment changes in time to process all 2007 claims cor-
rectly. There should be no need to reprocess any
claims.
An extended sign-up time. Because of the late

announcement of the payment changes, Medicare has
extended its participation sign-up time.
Doctors usually have to sign up for Medicare by

December 31. However, because the last-minute
changes could affect a doctor’s decision to participate,
Medicare has extended the enrollment period to
February 14.
For doctors who sign up for Medicare participation

between now and then, the change will be retroactive
to January 1. �
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The game of politics:
how to win a yes vote
when starting a new job
Moving to a new job? already in one? The most

important success factor as a new manager is a good
first impression.
It’s human nature to base opinions on first impres-

sions, and once formed, “it’s difficult to turn those
opinions around,” says MARGARET MORFORD,
president of The HR Edge, a management consulting
firm in Nashville.
Here are the rules for starting off on the right foot.

the magic response

The first rule: don’t offer opinions.
Every office has alliances, and people want to pull

the new manager into them. Expect questions such as
“what do you think of So-and-So?” and “don’t you
think Doctor A is difficult to work with?”
The magic response: “So-and-So seems very nice,

but I haven’t worked with her for very long.”
That’s both noncommittal and positive. It sounds

like a response when actually nothing has been said.
Don’t hesitate to use it over and over. To say more is
“politically dangerous as well as unprofessional.”
Morford also warns that whatever the new manager

says about any individual will be repeated and likely
not well translated. Mention something negative, and

the person who hears the remark thinks “I wonder
what the manager is saying about me.”

the unsolicited advisors

The next rule: never take advice from the first per-
son who comes along with it.
Anybody who comes in at the start with “Staffer A

is a trouble maker” or “stay away from Doctor B” is
no one to listen to.
The first talkers are usually the outliers who don’t

fit in and as such “are happy to find a new person to
attach themselves to.” What’s more, the people they
talk about are many times “the very people the new
manager needs to have a working relationship with.”
Wait until there is a pattern of remarks about some-

thing, Morford advises. Then start the listening.

the unrealistic expectations

Don’t give the doctors unrealistic expectations.
Many managers do that unwittingly by asking

“what would you like me to change?”
“All the doctors have pet wants,” and that question

only sets them up to believe their pet wants will be
granted. The new manager fails right there.
Better is to open the relationship with “I’d like to

get a feel from you as to what your experiences have
been up to now.”
“That’s all the doctors want to hear,” she says. That

(please turn to page 8)

infectious disease 4%
emergency medicine 2%
endocrinology 1%
pulmonary disease 1%
family practice 0%
critical care -1%
internal medicine -1%
cardiac surgery -2%
hematology/oncology -2%
thoracic surgery -2%
allergy/immunology -3%
general practice -3%
geriatrics -3%
pediatrics -3%
physical medicine -3%
rheumatology -3%
neurology -4%
obstetrics/gynecology -4%
colon/rectal surgery -5%
gastroenterology -5%

otolaryngology -5%
radiation oncology -5%
urology -5%
general surgery -6%
nephrology -6%
orthopedic surgery -6%
plastic surgery -6%
cardiology -7%
hand surgery -7%
psychiatry -7%
dermatology -8%
neurosurgery -8%
ophthalmology -8%
nuclear medicine -9%
pathology -11%
vascular surgery -11%
anesthesiology -12%
intervention radiology -12%
radiology -14%

other:
physician assistant -3%
nurse practitioner -5%
oral/maxillofacial surg -6%
podiatrist -6%
audiologist -7%
optometrist -8%
phys/occ therapist -10%
chiropractor -13%
nurse anesthetist -13%
clinical psychologist -14%
clinical social worker -14%

facilities:
independent lab -3%
portable x-ray supply -6%
diagnostic testing -8%

How Medicare payments are changing by specialty
By specialty, the average change in payments for 2007 looks like this. The list runs from best to worst.

�
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NPIs

Use those NPIs now or risk no payments later – December
NPIs: The questions, the answers, and the facts (a MOM

mini seminar) – November
It’s getting close to last call for the NPIs! – October
Start using the NPIs October 1 – and go back and check that

application – September
Waste no time! Get the NPIs and start using them now – June

staff management

20 of the best solutions to the people problems: solving the
quarrels, building a team, evaluations, poor performance,
building morale, hiring good people, time off, benefits,
staff participation, bonuses, and burnout – December

How to put the cap on the constant complainer – even when it’s
the doctor! – November

Four of the most befuddling people issues: firing a popular
staffer, paying a poor performer who resigns, dealing with
the staffer who badmouths the manager or the doctors, the
staffer who storms out – October

Virginia manager uses role playing to end the front/back office
division – October

Don’t make sick days a gift; just keep everybody to an office-
wide average – September

Florida manager ends the not-my-job syndrome with a wheel of
fortune – September

For best results, call reviews performance discussions – August
How to put an end to conflict whether it’s between two staffers

or between a patient and the office – August
North Carolina manager gives unquestioned absences plus a

bank of days for catastrophes – August
Staff not getting things right? Blame the communications – July
In Atlanta office, reviews begin with a self evaluation that

emphasizes the staffer’s accomplishments – June
Survey staff to find out the satisfaction on the work level – May
A short newsletter keeps six sites of Minnesota practice up to

date – May
It’s the little rules on dress, phone calls, attitude, and tardiness

that spell success for the office – April
A simple formula for addressing, solving, and ending the staff

behavior problems – March
Two ways to build morale: first survey staff; then ask for

their ideas – February
Beware toxic employees (how not to hire them and what to do

with them once they are hired) – January
West Virginia manager requires that all staff concerns be put in

writing and e-mailed – January

salaries and benefits

The results of a new national staff salary survey – July
Manager salary survey shows an average 7.5% raise – April
Set bonuses to please staff but also to give the office a return on

its investment – January

Medicare

How not to get caught in a fraud audit – November
Here’s what will spark audits in 2007 – November
Check every Medicare card! Some patients have new coverage

and don’t even know it – August
Medicare gives doctors a raise on the higher-level E/M codes

but cuts a lot of others – August
Which E/Ms are going up and which are going down – August
September will bring a Medicare revenue shortfall – June
The shift to pay-for-performance picks up high speed – April
The 16 quality measures on the PVRP starter set – April
Good Internet sources for quality reporting – April
Medicare Part D: A complete outline of the facts (a MOM

mini seminar) – April
Medicare’s payments go back to last year’s level – March
The government puts 12 items on its radar screen for office

audits – February
Four good websites on NPIs and Part D – February

managed care

Beware: Commercial payers may try to cut payments next year;
what to watch for in the contract language – August

finance

Use extenders to lighten the workload and sweeten up the
revenues – October

Doctors’ fees and ratings are headed for the Internet – July

Should patients get notice of impending collections? – July
Miami manager uses a simple code check to end the denials and

improve the A/R days – June
How a new Raleigh manager cleared up $172,000 in denials in

just three months – April
Here’s what to do when the cash starts to flow south (the likely

suspects: billing and collections) – February
Minnesota office increases revenues 10% by preauditing its

claims – January

Index to Medical Office Manager – 2006
These are the articles MOM carried during the past year. They are listed chronologically

by topic. Use this as a good reference for finding past information.
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the art of being the manager

Texas manager learns to manage by remembering life as a
staffer – November

A time log increases an Ohio manager’s efficiency – October
How to end staff interruptions without being rude – September
For ladies only: how to lead the all-male meeting – June
Three factors that don’t get covered in management school: how

to get credit for personal compliments, how to ask for
additional time on a project, and how to praise a staffer
without giving a raise – June

How to make a winning presentation to the doctors – March
Good manager = good leader = good morale builder – February

managing the office

Ohio manager shows the doctors the theft potential – November
A list of the tried and true embezzlement tricks – November
Texas manager makes a list of how to stay in business in the eye

of a hurricane – August
How to choose office art that promotes healing – August
Extra shelving gives New York office a cleaner and more

professional look – July
Bringing in a new doctor: beyond the paperwork is orientation

to the office – May
Jacksonville manager makes office cleanliness part of patient

satisfaction – March
Bringing in a new doctor: a manager’s list of – gasp! – all it

entails – March

HIPAA

A guide for releasing records in emergencies – September

legal issues

Surprisingly, the office can be liable if staff or patients fall
victim to ID theft – September

Even pregnancy can bring job discrimination claims – July
Beware age discrimination; those ‘old’ employees have become

amazingly young – June
Four discrimination surprises to watch out for – May
Which staffers have to be bonded, and by how much? – April
Unexpected harassment: It can be same-sex, other-sex, or no sex

at all – February
The hidden rules of the ADA plus the forgotten rules of

disability etiquette – January

malpractice

When and how to address physician behavior – July
Don’t leave the office open to gaps in the malpractice and

disability insurance – June

hiring and firing

Connecticut manager gets better hires by letting applicants
spend time with staff — December

Giving out a reference? Focus on the office’s safety, not on
the staffer’s career – October

How to hire staff who fit both job and office; the questions to
ask and the answers to listen for – September

Interview questions that show if a job applicant is suited to
medical office life – April

What’s legal and illegal on background checks on old and new
employees – March

patient management

In Milwaukee, chronic no-shows have to wait for ‘alternative
scheduling’ – September

The requirements for patient dismissals – September
What’s the best way to set up a patient payment plan? – March
Kentucky pediatric office sets protocols for communication

with parents – February
What is the office’s responsibility to treat no-pays? – February

medical record management

Accepting a retiring doctor’s records creates a heavy burden for
the office – October

The concerns, cautions, planning, and cost of moving to
electronic records – October

What should the office scan and not scan when moving over to
electronic records? – May

ICD-9-CM and CPT coding

CPT’s 2006 updates bring 258 new codes plus 27 more new
codes hiding out – December

A complete list of the 2007 CPT updates – December
Coding today’s growing illnesses: anorexia, bulimia, and binge

eating – November
The six modifiers for the E/M codes – plus a quiz! – October
Even more new ICD-9s for 2007 – September
The ICD-9-CM updates from symptoms to V codes – August
The ICD-9-CM updates from the nose to the joints – July
The ICD-9-CM updates from myelitis to octopus pots – June
A complete list of the 2007 ICD-9-CM updates – May
Coding two oft ignored conditions: depression and bipolar

disorder – May
Pap smear code has to show why the test was done – April
Symptoms, progression, and codes of kidney disease – March
Much ado about nothing: consultation requests – February
The last of CPT 2006, all the way to Category III – February
The 2006 CPT updates from surgery to radiology – January �
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(continued from page 5)
gives them a chance to discuss what they want, but it
doesn’t impose any expectations on the manager.

no favorites, please

Don’t show favoritism.
It’s easy to rely on a high performer or to spend

time with a staffer who is pleasant to talk with, but in
the first months of the job, show total neutrality.
“The best managers are the ones who don’t give any

indication of which employees they like and don’t
like,” Morford says. That makes all the staff think
they are liked best.

a 30-day no-change period

No matter how obvious the need for a change, “get
the lay of the land” before making it.
Morford recommends waiting at least 30 days

before making any change at all. During that time,
find out how a change will impact the office and how
it will be received.
After 30 days, however, start moving. A new man-

ager should make most of the necessary changes with-
in the first six months. “That draws a psychological
line” that says all good things are things the manager
has brought in.

no fresh starts on performance

Don’t give everybody a fresh start. Pay attention to
the performance reviews, particularly the reviews of
the poor performers. If the former manager went to
the trouble of documenting poor performance, it must
have been necessary.
If there’s need for further disciplinary action with

an individual staffer, take it. Otherwise, that staffer
will walk away thinking “oh boy! I’ve got another six
months to goof off!”
Neither is it wise to assume that high marks on a

review mean all is well. It could be that failure to deal
with poor performance is the reason the previous man-
ager isn’t there anymore.

a personal introduction

Give staff a clue of what to expect.
Hold a meeting and say “everyone’s management

style is different. You’ll find that I am different from
the person before me, and that person was different
from the previous person.”
Then tell a few positive things they will encounter,

perhaps “I want you to come to me when you have a
problem, and I handle problems this way . . . .”
Be honest about personal quirks, perhaps “I’m bet-

ter at listening in the mornings.” That makes the man-

ager human, she says. What’s more, “people like to
know the secrets” of their new manager.

ask the questions in private

Find out about staff individually. Hold one-on-one
meetings and ask questions such as “what are your
concerns?” and “what do you like and not like about
your job?”
Morford recommends taking each staffer to lunch to

ask the questions and being up front about it: “You
don’t know me and I don’t know you, so I’d like to
have lunch with each of you. I want to know what you
are struggling with, what you feel is going well, and
where you want to go.”
In the private setting, staff will speak candidly.

the why of it all

Why all the caution of pleasing everybody?
It’s good job insurance, Morford says: “Most firings

happen because of office politics.” �

Here’s the second half
of the 2007 CPT updates
BY THERESE M. JORWIC, MPH, RHIA, CCS

Last month, we explained CPT’s 2007 updates
from the E/M codes through cardiovascular surgery.
Now we now pick up with surgery of the digestive
system and continue all the way to the end.
Be aware that this year, many codes listed as new

have simply been renumbered so as to put them under
more logical headings. All of them appear in a new
appendix in the back of the book. It is Appendix M,
and it shows both the old and new numbers.

first comes the surgery

Digestive system. The new codes here apply to
several types of procedures.
• The first four cover implanting, replacing, and

removing gastric neurostimulator electrodes in the

ICD-9-CM and CPT
coding update
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antrum, which is the lower part of the stomach before
the outlet to the small intestine.
The electrodes stimulate gastric movement, and

they treat gastroparesis where food does not move
rapidly enough to the intestines. The procedure
requires a pulse generator plus the electrodes, which
place the stimulation at an exact point.
The generator implantation is coded in the nervous

system at 64590 and 64595. The new electrode codes
are 43647-43648 for laparoscopic implantation and
43881-43882 for open placement.
Along with those are eight new Category III codes

for gastric stimulation to treat morbid obesity (0155T-
0162T), a new alternative to invasive bariatric
surgery. The electrodes are inserted into the lesser cur-
vature of the stomach, and the stimulation gives the
patient a sense of satiety.
• New also are 44157 and 44158 for colectomy,

where the intestine is removed and the ileum connect-
ed to the anus. The first covers colectomy alone, and
the second includes the creation of an ileal reservoir,
or pouch. The pouch prevents leakage along the anas-
tomosis or connection line, which can result in sepsis.
• From there come some renumberings.
First is 47719 for anastomosis of a choledochal

cyst, or a cyst of the bile duct. That used to be coded
under excision but has now been moved to repair.
Second is 48105 for resection or debridement of

the pancreas. It has been moved from incision to the
more appropriate excision.

And third is 48548 for pancreatic jejunostomy,
which now comes under repair instead of excision.
• Next are codes for laparoscopic insertion of a

permanent intraperitoneal catheter, which is a tube
inserted into the abdomen, usually for dialysis. Code
49324 is for the insertion, 49325 is for revision, and
49326 is for omentopexy where the lining of the
abdomen is sutured so the tube can stay open.
Also new is 49435 for attaching an extension to the

catheter so the exit site can be placed in the upper
chest. That avoids the infection that can occur when
the exit site is in the abdominal region.
And 49436 is for delayed creation of the exit site.

Often the insertion site is allowed to heal before the
exit is created, again to reduce the risk of infection.
• Code 49402 is yet another relocation. It shows

the removal of any foreign body (for example, a surgi-
cal sponge) from the lining of the abdominal cavity.
The procedure used to be found under incision but
now is under the new section called introduction, revi-
sion, and removal.

Male genital system. Also renumbered is 54865
for exploration of the epididymis, which is a segment
of the spermatic duct. It used to be found under exci-
sion but now appears in the new area of exploration.
Code 55875 for catheter placement for prostate

radiation is also a relocation. But 55876 for placement
of the device for guiding the radiation is new.
Female genital system. Two more renumberings.

First is 56642 for hymenotomy, or the opening of the
hymen to allow for normal menstruation or sexual
intercourse. Second is 57558 for D & C of a cervical
stump.
As for the actual new codes, there is 57296 for the

repair of a prosthetic vaginal graft done with an open
approach. Until now there has been no code for that
type of approach.
Following that are five newcomers for laparoscopic

hysterectomy. First are 58541 for removal of a uterus
weighing 250 grams or less and 58542 for rmoval of
uterus plus tubes or ovaries. Then come 58543 and
58544 for the same for a uterus weighing more than
250 grams. Fifth is 58548 for a laparascopic radical
hysterectomy, regardless of uterus size.
Also new are 58957 for debulking of a recurrent

tumor and 58958 for that plus lymph node removal.
Along with those, code 58950 has been revised to
cover the first attempt at removing the tumor.
Nervous system. For nerve repair are 64910 for

repair with a synthetic vein allograft and 64911 for
repair with an autogenous vein graft. That latter code
includes the vein harvesting.
The graft is wrapped around two nerve endings so

that new nerve tissue can grow between them.
Eye and ocular adnexa. Just a renumbering:

67346 for biopsy of an extraocular muscle.

the radiology shuffle

There are 46 new codes in radiology, and all but
eight are renumberings.
Diagnostic imaging. The only actual newcomers

are 70554 and 70555 for functional MRI of the brain,
or fMRI. An fMRI measures brain function while the
patient is doing activities such as speaking or making
specific motions.
Use the first code if the test is done by a nonphysi-

cian. If a physician does the test, use the second code
plus new code 96020 for the review and report.
Renumbered are 72291 for supervision and inter-

pretation of a vertebroplasty, which is the injection of
bone cement to stabilize a collapsed vertebra, and
72292 for the same with CT guidance.

Diagnostic ultrasound. The “real” new codes here
are for ultrasound of the fetal neck to detect Down
Syndrome. The ultrasound can be done earlier in the
pregnancy than amniocentesis. The codes are 76813
and 76814, with the first covering one fetus and the
second covering each additional fetus.
Renumbered is code 76776 for real-time duplex

Doppler ultrasound of a transplanted kidney. If the
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ultrasound is not duplex Doppler, use code 76775 for
limited ultrasound.
Also renumbered is 76998 for ultrasound guidance

done during surgery.
Radiologic guidance, mammography, and bone

and joint studies. These three sections are new, but
all the codes within them are relocations. They run
from 77001 to 77084 and all are listed in Appendix M.
Radiation oncology. Four new codes here, all of

which were previously Category III codes.
The first two are 77371 and 77372 for stereotactic

radiosurgery, or SRS, which is done to treat brain neo-
plasms as well as nonneoplastic brain disorders such
as Parkinson’s disease.
The others are 77373 for stereotactic body radia-

tion therapy, or SBRT, and 77435 for the management
of the therapy. SBRT is for areas of the body other
than the brain. It delivers large amounts of radiation
directly to a tumor and thereby spares much of the
surrounding normal tissue.

newcomers in path and lab

Chemistry: three new codes (82107, 83698, and
83913) for computer-generated tests.
Immunology: two immunology codes (86788-

86789) for West Nile virus antibody testing.
Microbiology: six new codes for aspergillus fun-

gus (87305), enterovirus (87498), staphylococcus
(87640-87641), streptococcus (87653), and tri-
chomonas (87808).

and finally, medicine

Infusions. In the past, 90761 and 90766 for IV
hydration and drug infusion covered “up to eight
hours” of infusion, which made it impossible to code
infusions lasting longer than that. They now say “each
additional hour” so the coding can show however
many hours apply.
Gastroenterology. New here is 91111 for intralu-

minal imaging. With that type of imaging, the patient
swallows a small capsule containing a camera. Then
for the next eight hours, the camera transmits pictures
as it passes through the digestive tract. This code cov-
ers the imaging of the esophagus only.
Ophthalmology. Code 92025 is new for computer-

ized corneal topography, which is a mapping of the
cornea via computer-assisted video keratography, or
CAVK, where concentric light rings are projected on
the cornea and detect changes from disease or trauma.
Special otorhinolaryngologic services. Code

92640 covers the programming of an auditory brain-
stem implant. That type of implant is for patients with
hearing loss due to auditory nerve disorders where a

cochlear implant is not an option.
The programming is quite extensive. It takes 11

hours over a day and a half, and during the first year it
has to be done every three months.
Pulmonary. Here are four new codes for ventilator

management (94002-94005).
New too is 94610 for the administration of intra-

pulmonary surfactant, a procedure often done in the
delivery room for premature infants with lung imma-
turity. The surfactant is a substance the baby would
have produced had it remained in utero, and it pre-
vents the lungs from collapsing.
New codes 94644 and 94645 cover continuous

aerosol medication for bronchospasm due to asthma
and respiratory failure. That’s different from regular
inhalation treatment (94640) in that the dosage is high
and the administration is long-term.
The remaining new codes (94774-94777) are for

home apnea monitoring of infants at high risk of res-
piratory failure. The first is for the monitoring, moni-
tor attachment, data download, and physician review.
The others are for the monitor attachment, data down-
load, and physician review individually.
Allergy. Code 95012 is for measuring exhaled

nitric oxide to assess airway inflammation in asthma
patients. The test is done before and after anti-inflam-
matory drug administration to evaluate the dosage.
Neurology. Code 96020 is mentioned above with

70554 for fMRIs. If the physician does the testing, use
this code for the review and report.
Genetic counseling. Code 96040 is new for genetic

counseling by a genetic counselor who is not a physi-
cian. If a physician does the counseling, the service is
included in the E/M code.
Dermatology. New is 96904 for whole-body pho-

tography for mole mapping in patients at risk for
melanoma. Previously, this was a Category III code.

Category IIs and Category IIIs

There are 58 new Category II codes. These codes
are optional but are the fastest growing part of CPT.
They show performance measures such as whether the
doctor has recommended a flu shot or prescribed
osteoporosis therapy.
The Category III codes, on the other hand, are not

optional. They cover new technologies. A code stays
in this category for as long as five years and during
that time may or may not be moved up to the status of
full-fledged CPT code. If it’s not promoted by the end
of the five years, it’s discarded.

Therese M. Jorwic, MPH, RHIA, CCS, is assistant
professor of health information management at the
University of Illinois at Chicago and senior consultant
for MC Strategies in Atlanta. �
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Billing for the no-shows:
is it feasible? worth doing?
Question: Our doctors want to start billing for no-

shows. What approach should we take? Will doing so
affect patient satisfaction?
Submitted by: (name withheld by request)
Answer: There are several approaches the office

can take to no-show billing
One is don’t do it. One consultant sees a stand-up

fee as counterproductive, because it generates ill will
and also because patients don’t pay it.
He recommends instead treating continued no-

shows as a basis for patient dismissal because the
office cannot provide good care for someone who rou-
tinely ignores appointments. (See “What are the
requirements for patient dismissals?” September.)
Another approach is to set a penalty as opposed to

imposing a charge. One office, for example, has a sys-
tem of what it terms “alternative scheduling.” After a
patient misses two appointments with no notice, the
doctor continues to see the patient but on a less conve-
nient schedule.
The office sets aside two hours on Thursdays for

those patients. It schedules them for a specific time
during those hours but also tells them they will have
to wait until the doctor is free. Sometimes the wait is
as long as an hour.
If the next three or four appointments are kept on

time, the patient gets put back on the regular schedule.
(See “Chronic no-shows have to wait for alternative
schedule,” September.)
But the office also has the option of charging for

the appointments, and some practices do that success-
fully.
For example, five-physician Ridgefield Primary

Care in Ridgefield, CT, charges a flat $40 fee for no-
shows and has been doing so for more than a year.
Patients have come to expect the charge, says man-

ager SUE DUFNER. They also pay it.
The office outlines the policy on its registration

sheet, which patients sign. And when they don’t show
up for an appointment, they get a letter from the
physician plus a bill. In brief, the letter says this:

Dear (name): You had an appointment with me
today that you did not keep.

My staff confirms each appointment a day or

two prior to the visit, and our policy is to charge
$40 when an appointment is missed. This charge
is not covered by health insurance.

As you know, we ask that appointments be can-
celed at least 48 hours in advance to allow us to
use the time for other patients in need of medical
care. For same-day appointments, we need sever-
al hours’ notice so we can give the time to anoth-
er patient.

Please remit payment of $40 to cover your
missed appointment.
The bill lists the charge as “no-show fee: $40.”
If there’s a valid excuse – that there was illness or

death in the family or that the patient was out of town
and did not get the reminder – the office voids the
charge, Dufner says. But for the rest, the charge
remains. One patient, for example, said he missed the
appointment because he overslept. Not enough.
Dufner attributes much of the good response “to

the fact that the letter comes from the physician” and
not from the business office.
She also points out that with the letter, patients

come to understand that the office can’t fill a space
“with 10 minutes’ notice.”
The office keeps a record of the no-shows and late

cancellations so it knows who the repeat offenders
are. And on rare occasions when the problem is
severe, a second letter goes out saying that if another
appointment is missed, the office will charge the
patient for the entire visit.
She adds that beyond the inconvenience no-shows

create is the mathematics of the issue. With reim-
bursement tight, no office can afford to have open,
unpaid spaces on the schedule. �

Don’t lose career footing
for not knowing
professional etiquette
The finer points of etiquette play a heavy role in the

success of a manager’s career.
With women now making up half the workforce, the

rules have changed to the point that there have come
to be two sets to follow – social etiquette and profes-
sional etiquette, says KATE ZABRISKIE of Business
Training Works, a Port Tobacco, MD, company that
trains employees in “soft” skills.
Here are some professional situations that can give

pause to any manager.

SHAKING HANDS.Who extends the hand first,
man or woman?
In the office, the answer is not based on gender but

reader ques-
tion



on seniority. Whoever is senior initiates the hand-
shake. If the woman is senior physician and the man is
practice administrator, the woman extends her hand.
And to men, Zabriskie’s advice don’t make it a

bone crusher, but shake hands firmly. Don’t offer a
limp fish out of fear of hurting the woman’s hand.

GIVING PERSONAL SPACE. How much space
do people need during a conversation? At least an
arm’s length, and that applies whether it’s women or
men or both doing the talking. Then watch for cues. If
the other person starts to step back, “don’t move for-
ward.” Take it as a hint that things are too close.

MAKING EYE CONTACT. There’s a limit on
how long to look directly at another person – five sec-
onds. “Any longer than that gives a serial-killer look,”
which is “not good for business.”

THE GIRLS AND BOYS. The female staff are not
“the girls up front.” Women may call each other girls,
Zabriskie says, but for a man to use the term is
degrading. Reverse the roles. No one refers to the
male physicians as “the boys in the back.”
Also, anything “that can be interpreted as a person-

al relationship” is not appropriate for an office. It’s
not acceptable for a man to address a woman as
“honey” or “sweetie,” no matter what the age differ-
ence or how endearing the intent. Endearment is not
part of the professional world.

GIFTS. For gifts in the office, the safest rule is
never to give anything that touches the skin. “That
means no clothes, no jewelry, and no perfume.”
Don’t give cash either. Unless it’s a check from the

practice, it’s a “creepy” gift. On the other hand, a gift
card is always appropriate.

THE DOOR. Who opens it? In a social situation,
the man holds the door for the lady. Not so in the pro-
fessional setting. There, the one who does the opening
is the “person who gets there first.”
Her advice to women, however, is “don’t get mili-

tant” if a man standing behind the lady reaches out
and opens the door for her. Be appreciative of the ges-
ture.

CAB RIDES.Who gets in first? While in most situ-
ations, the guest goes first, that’s not so with cabs,
Zabriskie says. It’s the host – or the one paying the
fare – who gets in first.
Not only does that spare the guest from having to

climb over two seats, but the last person out pays the
fare, and the last person out is the first person in.
That rule holds true regardless of gender.

ENTERING THE OFFICE. The manager greets a
visitor in the reception area. Who leads the way back
to the office? The manager. And the correct thing to
say is “will you follow me?”
That guest “has no idea where to go.” What’s more,

there’s a need to ensure the visitor doesn’t walk into
some area where patient information can be seen.

INTRODUCTIONS.Who gets introduced to
whom? The easiest way to get it right is to “say the
more senior person’s name first,” Zabriskie says.
Junior people get presented to senior people.
It’s “Mr. President, I’d like to you to meet the low-

est man on the totem pole, John Smith.” Not “John,
this is Mr. President.”
With patients, the customer comes first. It’s “Ms.

Patient, I’d like you to meet Dr. A.”

PLEASE BE SEATED. Always offer a seat to
someone who is waiting. “She’ll be out in a minute” is
not enough.
Besides being polite, it’s practical to have visitors

sit down. There’s no hovering around the reception
area or around a desk. And it helps an excited or irate
person to calm down.

ADDRESSING A FEMALE PATIENT. Miss,
Mrs., or Ms.? Follow the woman’s introduction. If she
introduces herself as “I’m Mrs. Brown” or “I’m Miss
Smith,” keep to the title.
Absent that, always use Ms., she says. Mrs. and

Miss are appropriate only for social correspondence.
HOW NOT TO LOOK PECULIAR. In a meeting,

body language can be irritating, Zabriskie says. When
it’s noticeably different from what other people are
doing – doodling or twitching – it’s alienating. It
makes everybody nervous.
Look around the room, identify somebody who is

well liked, and do whatever that person is doing. �
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